01/21*PUT EXTRA CREDIT IN THE BIN IF YOU COMPLETED IT*

Our Why?
- Present information clearly and concisely so an audience can follow.

YOUR TASKS:
UNIT 2 ESSENTIAL QUESTION: When a person's individual choices conflict with his/her society, what are the consequences?
- Independent novel presentation workday
*See back wall for presentation day*

01/23*YOU WILL NEED YOUR JOURNAL* [PD 2&3]

Our Why?
- Write a narrative to develop real experiences or events.

YOUR TASKS:
UNIT 3 ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How can someone's identity change or evolve?
- What is an identity?
- Journal #8*TURN IN WITH JOURNAL #7*
- "Where I'm From" Poem
- How do you determine the validity and reliability of a source? AKA what do you look for before believing what you read?

THE SEARCH FOR IDENTITY

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How can someone’s identity change or evolve?
01/24*YOU WILL NEED YOUR JOURNAL* [PD 4,6 &7]

Our Why?

- Write a narrative to develop real experiences or events.

YOUR TASKS:

UNIT 3 ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How can someone's identity change or evolve?

- What is an identity?

- Journal #8*TURN IN WITH JOURNAL #7*

- "Where I'm From" Poem

- How do you determine the validity and reliability of a source? AKA what do you look for before believing what you read?
01/27*PD 6 YOU WILL NEED YOUR JOURNAL*

Our Why?
-Conduct short, sustained research to gain knowledge on a topic.

YOUR TASKS:
-PD 6, Unit introduction & Journal # 8
-How do you determine the validity and reliability of a source? AKA what do you look for before believing what you read?
-Persepolis background group presentation
-Presentations begin on Thursday*absent group members will present alone*

BE SURE TO:
-Share the document with the others in your group
-Practice your presentation (this is in your organization grade)

-Complete exit ticket for today

01/29

Our Why?

-Conduct short, sustained research to gain knowledge on a topic.

YOUR TASKS:
Persepolis background group presentation

-Presentations begin TOMORROW*absent group members will present alone*

BE SURE TO:

-Share the document with the others in your group
-Practice your presentation(this is in your organization grade)
-Complete exit ticket for today

01/31*Be sure to get the paper from the front desk, do not begin*

Our Why?
-Conduct short, sustained research to gain knowledge on a topic.
-Analyze how complex characters develop over the course of a text and develop the theme.

YOUR TASKS:

*FINISH* 2ND&4TH Persepolis background group presentation
*Hands if you know this person
*What do you know about him?
-What may have affected Tupac's identity?
"The Rose That Grew From Concrete"

While you read, NOTICE& NOTE:

- Who is the main character/speaker of this poem?
- How do you characterize this character/speaker?

-Poem Page
-Identity map
-Quick Write
-Exit ticket
*Breathe*

-Complete and turn in exit ticket for today

Where I am  From https://youtu.be/CMiAgERbvBw
TuPac  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHVQB6cluMl